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Abstract: 

A sustainable future requires economical, human and environmental sustainability. Focusing on 
automation systems, these three aspects are in this keynote illustrated by modeling and optimization 
of moving devices, and flexible transformation of information to knowledge. More specifically, novel 
methods for energy optimization of multi-robot cells and manikins are presented. A multi-robot 
system can be considered as a hybrid system, including continuous movements and high-level 
discrete interactions. A generic modeling framework for hybrid systems is therefore introduced based 
on modular predicate transition models. Efficient energy optimization is then obtained, applying 
suitable abstractions and a recent integrated constraint and nonlinear programming procedure. 
Robustness issues and online adaption are also incorporated to handle uncertainties in the controlled 
system. Finally, a flexible event driven data management system is presented, called the “twittering 
factory”. Traditional database systems are then replaced by massive unstructured data, which is 
transformed to knowledge utilizing process mining and search engine techniques. To summarize, the 
goal of this keynote is to present a set of recently proposed generic concepts that support the 
development of flexible and sustainable automation systems based on the latest modeling and 
software technology. 
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